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Abstract—Continuum robots (CRs) outperform the conventional 

rigid-link manipulators in aspects of hyper-redundant and 

compliant features. They provide universal and efficient solutions 

to access to constrained environments, e.g., aero-engines and 

industrial vessels. In this paper, a slender tendon-driven 

continuum robot (length/diameter: 715mm/12.7mm) is introduced 

for in-situ maintenance of aero-engine combustors. Two control 

challenges, the piecewise-constant-curvature (PCC) assumption 

mismatch and sections coupling issues, are discussed to explain the 

defect of model-based kinematic controllers on specific designs. 

Then, inspired by the tug of war, a novel local model-less 

controller utilizing a fuzzy logic algorithm is proposed for the 

feedback control of a single section. This implements the control 

policies directly from the task space to the actuation space, 

avoiding the model mismatch of the PCC assumption owing to the 

explicit call of arc parameters. Experiments on a single section of 

the tendon-driven continuum robot, in comparison with PCC-

based method, validate the stability and universality of the 

developed controller, which can reach ±𝟏mm overall positioning 

accuracy and ±𝟎. 𝟓mm positional accuracy for 75% of the test 

points in both X and Y directions. Further, a set of trails on two 

distal sections of a long robot demonstrate that the controller can 

also effectively minimise the section coupling issue. 

Index Terms—Continuum robot, tendon-driven, model-less 

static controller, fuzzy logic  

I. INTRODUCTION

ONTINUUM robots have become essential and promising

branch in the modern robot family over decades of 

development. Unlike rigid-link robots, composed of revolute 

and translation joints with high positioning accuracy and good 

dynamic performance, continuum robots employ compliant 

materials (soft material [1-3], spring [4-5], and NiTi alloy [6-

7], etc.) or compliant mechanism [8-9] to construct the arm and 

actuators, which prevent them from rigid collisions with the 

surrounding environments. In addition, owing to excellent 

structural compliance and hyper-redundant capability, 

continuum robots have exhibited promising potential 
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applicability for working in confined spaces. 

Various control approaches have been proposed for the 

continuum robot operations, which can be classified into two 

major categories, i.e., open-loop and closed-loop controls. 

Generally, open-loop control methods are applied in the 

circumstances where sensor integration into the continuum arm 

is not applicable due to size limitations. These methods mainly 

rely on inverse kinematics (IK) and statics models of the 

continuum robots, obtained either by analysis, simulation or 

learning methods. For instance, reinforcement learning method 

with Markov Decision Process [10] was applied to learn open-

loop control strategy from simulations. It achieves a mean error 

of 30.5mm for the position control of a 310mm long pneumatic 

soft manipulator. Also, a feed-forward method employing 

neural network was proposed to learn the inverse kinematics of 

a 280mm long soft robot [3]. The experiments demonstrate that 

the learning method outperforms the model-based Jacobian 

approach in terms of positional accuracy (mean error of 

feedforward neural network (NN): 7.35mm; that of model-

based Jacobian approach: 15.12mm) owing to the fact that there 

are various hard-to-predict factors, e.g., friction, manufacturing 

and assembly errors and actuation cable discrepancy, which are 

difficult to be precisely modelled. Hence, for the open-loop 

control methods, the learning approaches work better than the 

model-based ones for controlling a single section continuum 

robot, in the aspect of control accuracy. However, when utilised 

for multiple-section continuum robots, the computation burden 

dramatically increases. Moreover, it is difficult to achieve 

precise control of the robot with the learning methods when 

variable dynamic payloads are applied to it. In terms of closed-

loop control, two frameworks have been introduced for 

manipulating continuum/soft robots, including model-based 

and model-free methods. Regarding the model-based method, 

the PCC assumption [11-13] is still the most common kinematic 

model applied for the feedback control of continuum robots. 

For example, based on the PCC-based assumption, optimal 

control was employed on a 170mm-long continuum robot with 

two extensible modules for smooth path tracking by minimizing 
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the overall cable displacements [5], which can keep the 

maximum tracking error less than 3mm for a circular path. 

Further, more advanced control strategies were deployed to 

improve the control accuracy of PPC-based approaches. For 

instance, the fuzzy algorithm was utilized to learn the nonlinear 

model based on the Jacobian of multiple local operating points 

for path tracking on a tendon-driven 3-DoF extensible single-

section continuum manipulator in [14], where the integral 

absolute error (IAE) was reduced from 0.3m ∙ s  (Jacobian 

method) to 0.24m ∙ s (fuzzy controller) for tracking a 1cm long 

linear path within 40s while the targeting precision was 

decreased from 3.1mm (Jacobian method) to 0.72mm (fuzzy 

controller). Also, a hybrid position/force control was performed 

in [15] on a multi-backbone tendon-driven continuum robot 

using the Jacobian. Concurrently, beam theory [16] and 

cosserat rod theory [17] are applied to pursue more complex 

modelling approaches. However, the performance development 

is limited compared to the computational burden and estimation 

cost. In comparison, model-free control generally employs 

data-driven algorithms, most of which apply neural-network-

based controllers to compensate for the errors caused by the 

hard-to-predict factors of continuum/soft robots. For example, 

neural network was utilised to learn the global IK for point-to-

point Jacobian-based feedback control of a 405mm-long dual-

module 6-DoF pneumatic manipulator with a mean error of 

9.67mm [18]. Also, feed forward NN was used to approximate 

the inverse kinematic model of a soft manipulator [19]. 

Moreover, estimated Jacobian from sensor data was proposed 

in [20] for model-less hybrid position/force control of a multi-

backbone tendon-driven continuum robot. 

A great number of efforts have been made on studying 

different control approaches for continuum robots, most of 

which were conducted on short single section continuum 

robots. However, it is still challenging to achieve both rapid and 

accurate operation of multiple-section continuum robots. On 

the one hand, the learning-based open-loop approaches can 

realise rapid motion, but it is time-consuming to obtain the pre-

trained model, and the accuracy largely relies on the 

repeatability of the robots. More importantly, those approaches 

have no resistance to external disturbances. On the other hand, 

for those closed-loop methods, most of them adopt the PCC 

assumption for kinematic modelling, regardless of the 

modelling error between the actual robot shape and the 

theoretical ones. While the model-free methods, either applying 

neural networks for feedforward control or advanced 

algorithms for reinforcement learning, require extra training for 

workspace calibration, which are difficult to be generalized to 

multi-section continuum robots, as the amount of the training 

dramatically increases from one to multiple sections. Moreover, 

those methods fail to consider the non-negligible cable 

elongations when the full length and tension of the driven cable 

becomes considerable, resulting in inaccuracy control of cable 

displacements. Considering the merits and demerits of both 

model-based and model-free methods, a novel model-less 

fuzzy-logic-based controller is developed in this work, which 

has following advantages: first of all, by utilizing the fuzzy 

logic algorithm, the control policies directly from task space to 

actuation space are obtained without the PCC assumption, 

avoiding the model mismatch issue for those CRs whose shape 

significantly deviate from the circular arc; secondly, formally 

the controller realizes the mapping from the positioning error to 

the increments of cable displacements, which is disturbance-

free from external interference comparing to the pre-trained 

static models by model-free approaches.  

The paper is organized as follows: Chapter II introduces an 

extra slender continuum robot, together with analysis of control 

challenges including PCC model failure, cable elongation and 

sections coupling. Then, a novel local fuzzy-logic-based model-

less controller is proposed for accurate tip positioning of 

tendon-driven continuum robots in chapter III. In Chapter IV, a 

series of experiments on a single section are conducted to 

compare the proposed fuzzy-logic controller with the PCC-
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Fig. 1 Extra-slender robot system: (a) overall model of the continuum robot; (b) motor module with linear encoder, screw shaft and force cell; (c) single body 

section; (d) disk design for the continuum robot body; (e) single tip section; (f) disk design for the continuum robot tip 
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based approach and characterize its positioning performance. 

Additional trials on two sections are performed to explore the 

ability of the controller for the section coupling issue. Finally, 

Chapter V comes to the conclusions and further discussion. 

II. PROTOTYPE SPECIFICATION AND CONTROL CHALLENGES

In this chapter, a unique slender continuum robot 

(length/diameter: 715mm/12.7mm) is introduced, including the 

mechanical design of the robotic arm and the actuation system. 

Then, the control challenges are presented mainly from three 

aspects, which are PCC model failure, cable elongation and 

section coupling.  

A. Specification of the extra-slender continuum robot

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the prototype of the continuum robot 

is presented, which is designed for the in-situ maintenance of 

aeroengine combustors. The robot tip is composed of three 2-

DoF sections (Fig. 1(e)) while the robot body contains ten 1-

DoF sections (Fig. 1(c)). The robot body was designed for 

delivering the robot tip to desired locations in the combustor by 

following its inner chamber. The displacements of all the driven 

cables are controlled by 29 motor modules (Fig. 1(b)). Also, all 

the driven cables are dispersed by applying a 3D-printed cable 

adapter (Fig. 1(a)) to expand the space for the installation of 

motor modules. In addition, one linear stage is applied to 

deliver the whole robot into/out of the aeroengines during the 

navigation process. 

In this system, the design combined of rigid revolute and 

compliant joints is utilized to provide compliant capability (Fig. 

1(e) and (f)). The smallest recursive unit within one section is 

denoted by segment (Fig. 1(e)), which is composed of two 

disks. Every two adjacent disks are connected by one pair of 

short NiTi rods which pass through the through holes in the 

revolute joints and are locked by screws from the sides of the 

disks. One pair of compact semi-cylindrical groove and bulge 

between two disks makes up one revolute joint, contributing 1-

DoF to the segment. 

B. Control challenges for the tip section of the prototype

This paper focuses on the controller design for the tip sections 

of the proposed robot. The control challenges mainly come 

from two aspects. On the one hand, the shape of a single tip 

section significantly deviates from the circular arc, which 

brings in the model mismatch issue when applying PCC-based 

controllers and proposes requirements of model-less 

controllers. On the other hand, the section coupling issue, 

including kinematic and physical coupling, is a common 

challenge for the control of multi-sections, which is also an 

essential indicator to characterize the performance of a 

controller. 

1) PCC assumption mismatch: in most of the existed research,

each section of continuum robots is treated as a circular arc to 

describe the shape and to derive the kinematic model. The PCC 

assumption is widely utilized for controlling short continuum 

robots when the deviation between the actual shape of single 

section and the assumed circular arc is negligible or the 

accuracy requirement is not high. However, for the continuum 

robot proposed in this paper, there exists non-negligible 

deviation between the actual shape and the PCC-based model, 

which is called the PCC assumption mismatch and can be 

explained from two aspects. Firstly, given the same bending 

angle 𝜃 , the error between the PCC-based model and the 

geometry of the robot is obvious, which is shown in Fig. 2(a). 

Secondly, Fig. 2(b) reveals that segments within a single section 

are unevenly bent, which further contributes to the model 

mismatch issue. 

It is demonstrated that the actual shape of the proposed robot 

does not comply with the PCC assumption. In fact, the PCC-

based controller cannot keep convergent at all the target points 

within the workspace when applied on the robot owing to the 

mismatch issue, which was experimentally verified and 

presented in Section B of Chapter IV. 

2) Section coupling: since the driving cables for the distal

sections of continuum robots inevitably pass through the 

proximal ones, the coupling issue is brought in for the control 

of multi-section continuum robots, which leads to two major 

problems. (i) The first problem is the physical coupling, 

namely, the driving cables for the distal sections will apply 

extra torque and force on proximal sections. The physical 

coupling is the intrinsic property of tendon driven CRs, which 

has a great effect on the stability of multi-section system. (ii) 

The second problem is kinematic coupling. The total cable 

lengths for controlling the distal section (cable one: 𝐿1 +𝐿2 ;

cable two: 𝐿3+𝐿4) are determined by both proximal and distal

sections. If there is a difference between the theoretical and 

actual pose of the proximal section, the lengths of the cables 

shaping the pose of the distal section (𝐿1
′  and 𝐿3

′ ) will not equal

to the theoretical values (𝐿1and 𝐿3). Hence, the configuration

of the distal section will be affected, regardless of its modelling 

accuracy. Obviously, the PCC assumption mismatch will be 

magnified on multiple sections because of the kinematic 

coupling issue.  
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the PCC assumption mismatch issue: (a) Comparison of 

the PCC model and CAD model with the same bending angle 𝜃; (b) One 

configuration of the robot depicting uneven bending of different segments 

within single section. 
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Fig. 3 Illustration of kinematic section-coupling issue (a) theoretical pose of 

two sections with bending angles (𝜃1, 𝜃2); (b) actual pose with a control

error (𝜃1
′ > 𝜃1) on the base section. 
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In conclusion, the model-based approach is inappropriate to 

the proposed prototype owing to the PCC assumption 

mismatch, cable elongation and the kinematic coupling, while 

those model-free methods applying NN and reinforcement 

learning are time consuming for massive data sampling and 

model pretraining. Therefore, a model-less controller, which 

does not fully rely on kinematics, was developed by utilizing a 

fuzzy-logic algorithm to avoid the defects of both model-based 

and model-free methods, which was validated by the 

comparative experiments with the PCC-based approach. 

III. CONTROL METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, a novel local model-less feedback controller 

is developed to address the challenges presented in the previous 

chapters, by replacing the PCC assumption with a fuzzy-logic-

based approach in the second stage of the control. 

A. Framework of the control system

Fig. 4 shows the overall control architecture, which consists

of two stages, a kinematics-based open-loop stage followed by 

a close-loop stage implemented by the proposed model-less 

controller. In the first stage, the desired position (𝑥𝑑 , 𝑦𝑑 ) is

given as the system input, which is used to compute the desired 

cable displacements with the kinematic model developed in 

Section III-B. Once all the motors complete the displacements 

computed based on the kinematic model, the robot reaches a 

position close to the desired one; then the operation enters into 

the 2nd stage where the conventional PCC-based controller is 

substituted with a fuzzy-logic-based approach, leading the 

robot to the desired position with minimised positional error 

and preventing the non-convergent problem caused by PCC 

assumption mismatch (see details in Fig. 18).  

B. Kinematics - the 1st stage of the control system

Usually, to describe the pose of single section accurately in

the configuration space (like the joint space for conventional 

rigid-link manipulator), bending angle (𝜃) and direction angle 

(𝜑) are generally used to indicate the configuration of a single 

section, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Also, it can be found that in the 

conventional model-based kinematics, the configuration space 

(bending and direction angles 𝜃 and 𝜑) is a bridge linking the 

task space (Fig. 5(a)) and actuation spaces (Fig. 5(c)) to build 

the kinematics model. The inverse kinematics from 

configuration space to actuation space is called robot-specific 

kinematics based on the geometry of the robot’s structure to 

build the mapping from robot’s shape to actuator length, which 

is regarded as the low-level control of the robot. The robot 

independent kinematics refers to the relationship between the 

configuration and task spaces, which combines the pose of 

every single section with the shape of the robot. 

1) Robot-independent kinematics

Fig. 6 (c) shows the definition of all local coordinate systems

attached on a single segment. In the figure, two coordinate 

systems (base and tip frames) are defined at the bottom and up 

surfaces of each disk. 

The whole transformation process for a single segment is 

shown below: 

𝑋𝑌𝑍1𝑏

𝑇1
→ 𝑋𝑌𝑍1𝑡

𝑇2
→ 𝑋𝑌𝑍2𝑏

𝑇3
→ 𝑋𝑌𝑍2𝑡

Then, the homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM) of a 

single segment can be written as below (Fig. 6(c)): 

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑔 = 𝑇1𝑇2𝑇3 (1) 

Since every single section is made up of five serially linked 

segments (Fig. 6(b)), the local HTM for section 𝑖 can be derived 

as: 

𝑇𝑏→𝑡
𝑖 = [𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑔]

5
(𝑖 = 1,2,3) (2) 

Similarly, the global HTM could be obtained for each section 

in Fig. 6(a) relative to the world frame: 
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Fig. 4 Architecture of the control framework including two stages. The 

purpose of the first stage is to drive the robot tip close to the desired position 

so that the adjustments of cable displacements in the second stage can be 
reduced, which can lower the risk of over-tensioning or over-releasing the 

driving cables in the control process. 
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Tj = ∏Tb→t
i

3

j=1

(i = 1 to 5, j = 1 to 3) (3) 

2) Robot-specific kinematics

The kinematics from the configuration space to actuation one

varies with each specific continuum robot. For the robot 

presented in this paper, a design of twin-pivot backbone is 

utilised to keep the whole structure compact. Disks with tilt 

faces are alternatively placed in 90° so that every single section 

can bend with 2-DoF in space.  

Firstly, the cable displacement is derived for a single 

segment, for which the explicit structure is given in Fig. 7. Since 

the lengths of the cables within the disks keep constant, here 

only the lengths of those between gaps are considered in the 

kinematic model, which can be written as: 

𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘 (𝛽𝑘,1, 𝛽𝑘,2) = (𝛽𝑘,1)𝑙𝑖,𝑗

𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝1
+ (𝛽𝑘,2)𝑙𝑖,𝑗

𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝2
 (4) 

where 𝛽𝑘,1, 𝛽𝑘,2  are the angle variations of gap 1 and 2, 

respectively, from the initial angle of both gaps 𝛽0. 

The explicit expressions of the cable lengths in gap 1 and 2, 

(𝛽𝑘,1)𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝1
 and (𝛽𝑘,2)𝑙𝑖,𝑗

𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝2
 , respectively, are described in the 

following form: 

(𝛽𝑘,1)𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝1
=

2𝑟 sin𝛼𝑖,𝑗
1

cos𝛽0

sin (𝛽0 +
𝛽𝑘,1

2
) 

(𝛽𝑘,2)𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘

𝑔𝑎𝑝2
=

2𝑟 sin𝛼𝑖,𝑗
2

cos𝛽0

sin (𝛽0 +
𝛽𝑘,2

2
) 

(5) 

which r is the radius of the circle where the cable holes locate, 

(αi,j
1 , αi,j

2 ) are single cable’s phase angles in disk A and B. 

The expression of cable length variations is given in (6) when 

the robot moves from the straight shape to the desired state: 

∆𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘 = 𝑙𝑖,𝑗

𝑘 (𝛽𝑘,1, 𝛽𝑘,2) − 𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘 (0,0) (6)

Since (
𝛽𝑘,1

2
,
𝛽𝑘,2

2
) ∈ [-5°, 5°], the following approximations 

are applied to (5): 

sin(
𝛽𝑘,1

2
) ≈

𝛽𝑘,1

2
, sin(

𝛽𝑘,2

2
) ≈

𝛽𝑘,2

2
, cos(

𝛽𝑘,1

2
) ≈ 1, cos(

𝛽𝑘,2

2
) ≈ 1 

Then, (6) can be simplified as: 

∆𝑙𝑖,𝑗
𝑘 = 𝑐𝑖,𝑗

1 𝛽𝑘,1 + 𝑐𝑖,𝑗
2 𝛽𝑘,2, (𝑐𝑖,𝑗

1 = 𝑟 sin𝛼𝑖,𝑗
1 , 𝑐𝑖,𝑗

2 = 𝑟 sin𝛼𝑖,𝑗
2 ) (7) 

Hence, the cable displacement in a single section composed 

of five segments can be obtained: 

∆𝐿𝑖,𝑗
𝑘 = 5∆𝑙𝑖,𝑗

𝑘 (8) 

The matrix format of (8) is given below: 

[∆𝐿𝑖
𝑘] = [𝐶𝑖

𝑘][𝛽𝑘] (9) 

where [∆𝐿𝑖
𝑘] = [∆𝐿𝑖,1

𝑘 ∆𝐿𝑖,2
𝑘 ∆𝐿𝑖,3

𝑘 ]
𝑇

[𝐶𝑖
𝑘] = 5 [

𝑐𝑖,1
1 𝑐𝑖,1

2

𝑐𝑖,2
1 𝑐𝑖,2

2

𝑐𝑖,3
1 𝑐𝑖,3

2

], [𝛽𝑘] = [𝛽𝑘,1 𝛽𝑘,2]𝑇 .

Finally, it comes to the calculation of the overall length 

variations of the driven cables for section  𝑖 , which can be 

written as: 

[∆𝐿𝑖] = ∑[∆𝐿𝑖
𝑘]

𝑖

𝑘=1

= ∑[𝐶𝑖
𝑘][𝛽

𝑘
]

𝑖

𝑘=1

 (10) 

C. Fuzzy-logic-based Controller - the 2nd stage

As mentioned in the control challenges of Chapter II, the

model-mismatch issue makes conventional model-based 

controllers inappropriate for the robot developed in this 

research, whose actual shape deviates remarkably from a 

circular arc. Here, based on the analysis of the movement 

mechanism for tendon-driven CRs, a fuzzy logic algorithm is 

adopted to design the model-less feedback controller, which 

excludes the bending angle 𝜑 from the controller. 

1) Preliminary motion analysis of a single section

Section movement mechanism: Even though the PCC

assumption is widely adopted for the kinematics modelling of 

CRs, arc parameters (𝜃, 𝜑) are dispensable for the derivation of 

feedback controllers. Inspired by the tug of war shown in Fig. 

8(a), the movement of tendon driven CRs can be also seen as 

the tug among three driving cables (Fig. 8(b)). The control law 

in the tug of war is quite straightforward to keep the target point 

in the middle: when the target is bias towards one side, pull the 

rope on the other side. Likewise, similar control policies can be 

summarized to guide the displacements of three cables in a 

single section of a continuum robot, according to the error 

vector from actual position 𝑃𝑎  to desired one 𝑃𝑑 , which can

minimise the kinematics error caused by cable elongation. 

Section motion decomposition: Any pose transition between 

two different states of CRs can be regarded as the combination 

of two elementary motions (Fig. 9), namely, rotation about Z 

axis and movement within the bending plane where the robot 

locates. Similarly, the error between desired and actual poses of 

CRs can be decomposed into two independent components, 

which can be considered separately in the closed-loop control. 

Hence, based on the above analysis, two independent fuzzy-

logic controllers were developed for the positioning error 
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Fig. 7 Illustration of single driven cable (a) within one segment, (b) joint 1 

between disk A and B, with its top view and (c) joint 2 between disk B and C, 

with its bottom view. 

(a)

Cable 1

Cable 2

Cable 3

Cable 1

Cable 2

𝑃𝑑  𝑃𝑎  

(b)

Fig. 8 Illustration of the movement mechanism of (a) the tug of war and (b) 
tendon-driven CRs. For a 2-DoF CR, the tip position control problem in 3D 

space can be regarded as the tug among three driving cables in a 2D plane, 

which avoids the model error caused by cable elongation when utilizing arc 

parameters (𝜃, 𝜑) in the PCC model. 
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reduction, which are noted as 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝 (for the radial positioning

error) and 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑 (for the angular positioning error).

2) Fuzzification and defuzzification

In the fuzzy controller design procedure, the first step is to

realize the fuzzification of input variables and defuzzification 

of output variables. 

By describing the tip position in a cylindrical coordinate 

system (Fig. 10(a)), the PCC-based kinematics from 

configuration space to task space given in [13] can be rewritten 

as below: 

[
𝑝
𝜑
𝑧
] =

[

𝑆 ∙
1 − cos𝜃

𝜃
𝜙

𝑆 ∙
sin𝜃

𝜃 ]

(11) 

Where 𝑆 denotes the backbone length of a single section. 

Since the single section is designed with 2-DoF for 

inextensible CRs, there are only two independent variables 

among (𝑝, 𝜑, 𝑧)  in the task space. Actually, (𝑝, 𝜑)  is the 

projection of the point (𝑝, 𝜑, 𝑧) on the bottom plane, which can 

realize full mapping from the spatial workspace to 2D plane. 

Therefore, the variable 𝑧 will not be utilized in the controller 

design. 

Fig. 10(b) plots the curve of  
𝑝

𝑆⁄ =
1−cos 𝜃

𝜃
 (red solid line) and 

the fitted line 𝑦 = 𝑘𝜃(𝑘 = 0.44)  (black dash line) when 𝜃 ∈

[0,
𝜋

2
]. It can be observed that 

1−cos𝜃

𝜃
 is approximately linear to

𝜃 . Hence, it can be concluded that the radial distance 𝑝  is 

proportional with the bending angle 𝜃 with high linearity while 

the angular position 𝜑 coincides with the direction angle 𝜙, the 

following relationships can be obtained: 

𝑝 ∝ 𝜃;  𝜑 ≡ 𝜙 

𝑑𝑝 ∝ 𝑑𝜃;  𝑑𝜑 ≡ 𝑑𝜙 
(12) 

Equation (13) gives the vector form of the PCC-based 

kinematics from configuration space to actuation one: 

𝐿 = 𝑆 − 𝑟𝜃 cos(𝛼 − 𝜙) (13) 

Where 𝐿 is the cable length within a single section, 𝑟 denotes 

the distance from the robot centre to the driving cable, and 𝛼 is 

the phase angle depicting the location of the driving cable (Fig. 

7(b-c)). 

The differential component of (13) to 𝜃  can be derived as 

below: 

𝑑𝐿𝜃 = −𝑟 cos(𝛼 − 𝜙) ∙ 𝑑𝜃 (14) 

Combining (12) and (14), it can be concluded that 

𝑑𝐿𝜃 ∝ −cos(𝛼 − 𝜑) ∙ 𝑑𝑝 (15) 

Equation (15) implies that given the increment 𝑑𝜃, which is 

equivalent to 𝑑𝑝 according to (12), the cable displacement is 

the function of the angular position 𝜑  and the radial error 

increment 𝑑𝑝. Hence, the expression of the first controller can 

be noted as  ∆𝑙𝑝 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝(𝜑𝑎, 𝑒𝑝), where 𝜑𝑎 denotes the actual 

angular position while 𝑒𝑝  (Fig. 11(a)) is used to replace 𝑑𝑝 . 
Similarly, the expression of the second controller for 

minimising the angular position error component 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑  (Fig.

11(a)) can be obtained: ∆𝑙𝜑 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑(𝜑𝑎, 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑). Therefore, the 

input variables for design of the fuzzy controllers are 𝜑𝑎, 𝑒𝑝 and

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑 , excluding the arc parameters ( 𝜃  and 𝜙 ) from the 

controller. This addresses the nonconvergent problem of the 

positional control caused by PCC assumption mismatch, which 

is proved in Section B of Chapter IV. 

The variation range of the angular position 𝜑 is defined to be 

the interval [-180°,180°), which covers the whole workspace 

and is in consistent with the function domain of 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑥, 𝑦). 

As shown in Fig. 11(b), the locations of the cable holes are 

selected in the whole range of 𝜑 to be the centre of 17 districts 

(N8-N1, S0, P1-P8). The triangular membership function (MF) 

in Fig. 11(c) is employed to describe the membership grades of 

certain points belonging to different districts. Further, the 

variation of the positional error components 𝑒𝑝(𝑚𝑚)  and

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑(𝑚𝑚) in Fig. 11(b) is categorized into three ranges (Fig.

X 

Z

[𝑝, 𝜑, 𝑧]𝑇  

(a) (b)

𝑝 

𝜃 
𝜑 ≡ 𝜙 

z 

Fig. 10 (a) Schematics of the kinematic model; (b) the function of the quotient 

of the radial coordinate 𝑝 and the backbone length 𝑆: 
𝑝

𝑆⁄ =
1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃

𝜃
. Here the 

cylindrical coordinate system [𝑝, 𝜑, 𝑧]𝑇  is applied to replace the Cartesian 

coordinate system [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧]𝑇 in the task space. 

Actual position

Desired position

X Y

Z

BendRotate

+

(b)(a)

=

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of motion decomposition for single section. (a) The 

expected adjustment from actual position to desired position can be divided 
into the combination of (b) rotary and bending motion. 

(a)

(c)

(b)

X

Y

N8

N7

N6

N5
N4

N3

N2

N1

S0

P1

P2

P3
P4

P5
P6

P7

P8

𝑃𝑎  

𝑃𝑑  

𝑒𝑝  

𝑒𝜑  

𝜑𝑎  
𝜑𝑑

𝑝𝑑  

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑  

(d)

Single disk

Cable holes

Fig. 11. (a) Error (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑑) decomposition in the polar coordinate system, the 

error component in the radial direction is  𝑒𝑝 while in the angular direction is 

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑 ; (b) District divisions of a single section’s workspace based on the 

distribution of cable holes in the X-Y plane; (c) MFs associated with the angular 

position 𝜑; (d) MFs associated with the error components 𝑒𝑝 and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑.
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11(d)), negative (−∞,−0.5] , zero [−0.5, +0.5]  and positive 

[+0.5, +∞) , which are noted using N, Z and P. Here the 

threshold value is set to be 0.5𝑚𝑚 , which can be adjusted 

according to the control accuracy requirement. 

Owing to the axisymmetric and rotationally symmetric 

features for the distribution of cable holes, there are five 

different cable displacements in any elementary motions (Fig. 

9), regardless of the cable moving directions. Those different 

cable displacements can be expressed as 
{0, ±𝑘1, ±𝑘2, ±𝑘3, ±1}  by regularization in the interval of

[−1,1] . Since the phase angle of the cable holes 𝛼 ∈
{−180°, −167.5°,⋯ ,167.5°, 180°} and the angular position 𝜑 

also belongs to the same set when the projection of the tip 

position locates at the centre of each district shown in Fig. 

11(a), the variation range of 𝛼 − 𝜑 can be determined, which is 

consistent with the range of 𝛼 after regularization in the interval 

of [−180°, 180°] . According to (15), the trigonometric 

function is utilized to determine the value of  𝑘1, 𝑘2 and 𝑘3,

which is shown in Fig. 12(a). The MFs of the outputs for both 

fuzzy controllers are depicted in Fig. 12(b), where the terms NF 

(negative full), NH (negative high), NM (negative medium), 

NL (negative low), Z (zero), PL (positive low), PM (positive 

medium), PH (positive high) and PF (positive full) denote 

−1,−𝑘3, −𝑘2, −𝑘1, 0, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3, 1.

3) Constructing of the fuzzy rules

In this part, the control rules are set up for a series of

discretized points locating at the centre of different districts 

(N8-N1, S0, P1-P8), which is utilized to develop the nonlinear 

controllers 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝 and 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑 by fuzzy-logic algorithm.

Without loss of generality, the cable at N7 (in Fig. 13), which 

doesn’t locate on the X-axis or Y-axis, is selected to derive the 

control policies for both the position error components (𝑒𝑝 and

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑) in the polar coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 13 (a),

the components (brown array) along the vector from the origin 

to the cable location varies when an identical radial error 𝑒𝑝

(blue array) is given to the centre of different districts. It’s 

feasible to empirically assume that the larger the component 

along the vector, the greater the cable displacement will be. If 

the maximum displacement, which is at N7, is regularized to be 

1, then for N3-N6 the regularized cable displacements are 

0, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3 . Moreover, by the axisymmetric and rotational

symmetric features of the robot structure, the regularized cable 

displacements can be derived based on N3-N7. The cases for 

cables at other locations can be analysed similarly. Therefore, 

the control policies of the first controller 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝 for any cable

𝛼 
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Y
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𝑘2 
𝑘3
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(b)(a)
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N5 N4 N3

(c)

𝑒𝑝 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑

𝑒𝑝

𝑒𝑝 𝑒𝑝 𝑒𝑝

0 
𝑘1 

𝑘2 𝑘3 1 

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑
𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑

Fig. 13 Schematic diagram constructing the control policies of (a) 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦
𝑝
  and 

(b) 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦
𝜑

 for the cable located at N7; (c) Cable distribution for Section 3.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 12 (a) Trigonometric function utilized to determine the value of 𝑘1, 𝑘2 and 

𝑘3; (b) MFs utilized in the output variables ∆𝑙1 , ∆𝑙2  and ∆𝑙3  for both fuzzy 

controllers 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝 and 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑.

Table. I 

The fuzzy rules for the first controller ∆𝑙𝑝 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝(𝜑𝑎 , 𝑒𝑝) 

𝜑𝑎

𝑒𝑝 = 𝑁 𝑒𝑝 = 𝑍 𝑒𝑝 = 𝑃

∆𝑙𝑝
1 ∆𝑙𝑝

2 ∆𝑙𝑝
3 ∆𝑙𝑝

1 ∆𝑙𝑝
2 ∆𝑙𝑝

3 ∆𝑙𝑝
1 ∆𝑙𝑝

2 ∆𝑙𝑝
3

N8 NH PL PM Z Z Z PH NL NM 

N7 NF PM PL Z Z Z PF NM NL 

N6 NH PH Z Z Z Z PH NH Z 

N5 NM PF NL Z Z Z PM NF PL 

N4 NL PH NM Z Z Z PL NH PM 

N3 Z PM NH Z Z Z Z NM PH 

N2 PL PL NF Z Z Z NL NL PF 

N1 PM Z NH Z Z Z NM Z PH 

S0 PH NL NM Z Z Z NH PL PM 

P1 PF NM NL Z Z Z NF PM PL 

P2 PH NH Z Z Z Z NH PH Z 

P3 PM NF PL Z Z Z NM PF NL 

P4 PL NH PM Z Z Z NL PH NM 

P5 Z NM PH Z Z Z Z PM NH 

P6 NL NL PF Z Z Z PL PL NF 

P7 NM Z PH Z Z Z PM Z NH 

P8 NH PL PM Z Z Z PH NL NM 

Table. II 

The fuzzy rules for the second controller ∆𝑙𝜑 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑(𝜑𝑎 , 𝑝𝑒𝜑) 

𝜑𝑎

𝑝𝑒𝜑 = 𝑁 𝑝𝑒𝜑 = 𝑍 𝑝𝑒𝜑 = 𝑃

∆𝑙𝜑
1 ∆𝑙𝜑

2 ∆𝑙𝜑
3 ∆𝑙𝜑

1 ∆𝑙𝜑
2 ∆𝑙𝜑

3 ∆𝑙𝜑
1 ∆𝑙𝜑

2 ∆𝑙𝜑
3

N8 NL PH NM Z Z Z PL NH PM 

N7 Z PM NH Z Z Z Z NM PH 

N6 PL PL NF Z Z Z NL NL PF 

N5 PM Z NH Z Z Z NM Z PH 

N4 PH NL NM Z Z Z NH PL PM 

N3 PF NM NL Z Z Z NF PM PL 

N2 PH NH Z Z Z Z NH PH Z 

N1 PM NF PL Z Z Z NM PF NL 

S0 PL NH PM Z Z Z NL PH NM 

P1 Z NM PH Z Z Z Z PM NH 

P2 NL NL PF Z Z Z PL PL NF 

P3 NM Z PH Z Z Z PM Z NH 

P4 NH PL PM Z Z Z PH NL NM 

P5 NF PM PL Z Z Z PF NM NL 

P6 NH PH Z Z Z Z PH NH Z 

P7 NM PF NL Z Z Z PM NF PL 

P8 NL PH NM Z Z Z PL NH PM 
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can be obtained. Likewise, the same analysis method was 

applied for the derivation of the second controller (𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑).

Finally, based on the cable distribution of Section 3 in Fig. 13 

(c), an example is given for the control policy construction of a 

single section, which is shown in Table. I and Table. II. 

4) Integration of the fuzzy-logic controller

Fig. 14 illustrates the block diagram of the fuzzy-logic

controller which integrates two sub-controllers together 

(𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝  and 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑 ). The desired tip position (𝑥𝑑 , 𝑦𝑑) and

the actual tip position  (𝑥𝑎 , 𝑦𝑎)  are converted to polar

coordinates (𝑝𝑑 , 𝜑𝑑)  and (𝑝𝑎 , 𝜑𝑎)  to compute the radial

position error 𝑒𝑝 = 𝑝𝑎 − 𝑝𝑑  and the angular position error

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑 = 𝑝𝑑(𝜑𝑎 − 𝜑𝑑) . Then (𝜑𝑎 , 𝑒𝑝)  and (𝜑𝑎, 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑)  are

utilized as the inputs of the 1st controller ∆𝑙𝑝 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝑝(𝜑𝑎, 𝑒𝑝)

and the 2nd controller ∆𝑙𝜑 = 𝐹𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦𝜑(𝜑𝑎 , 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑) . Since the

outputs of both sub-controllers, ∆𝑙𝑝  and ∆𝑙𝜑 , are regularized

within [−1,1] , the coefficients 𝜇𝑝  and 𝜇𝜑  are utilized to

convert the outputs to the cable displacements. For simplicity, 

a fixed-step control is achieved by setting 𝜇𝑝 and 𝜇𝜑 to be static

(𝜇𝑝 = 𝜇𝜑 = 0.01𝑚𝑚) in this work, which can also be adjusted

dynamically to be proportional to the value of 𝑒𝑝 and 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝜑 to

increase the speed of convergence. 

Overall, in this chapter, instead of using PCC-based model in 

the entire controller, a fuzzy-logic-based algorithm is 

implemented in the second stage of the controller for point-to-

point operation. The newly proposed model-less controller can 

address the challenges of PCC assumption mismatch, cable 

elongation and the multiple section kinematic coupling 

presented in chapter II, which was validated by a set of 

experiments shown in the next chapter.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this chapter, the proposed fuzzy-logic feedback controller 

has been implemented on the tendon-driven continuum robot 

introduced in Chapter II, whose actual shape deviates from the 

arc model, leading to the challenge of PCC assumption 

mismatch. Here, both the proposed controller and the PCC-

based approach were implemented on a single section for 

evaluating the impact of the mismatch. Then, a set of points 

evenly distributed in the workspace were tested as the target 

position to characterize the overall positioning performance of 

the fuzzy-logic controller, thus the actual workspace of the 

single section was obtained. Besides, several trials applying the 

proposed controller on two sections were conducted to explore 

its capability for diminishing the section coupling issue. 

A. Test-rig Setup

The setup of the test-rig is shown in Fig. 15. A 64-bit

Windows 7 based computer with an Intel Xeon E5-1620 

processor is used as the host controller to run the main control 

algorithm at an execution rate of 20 Hz using LabVIEW in 32-

bit version. The experimental data (cable displacements, tip 

position) is also recorded at the same frequency. The desired 

cable displacements calculated by the host computer are sent to 

the sb-RIO board (National Instrument), which is utilised as the 

low-level controller for the closed-loop control of motors to 

realise precise displacements of all the driven cables. In 

addition, VICON system, is deployed to measure the tip 

position and orientation of each section, which is grasped and 

pre-processed by the program in 64-bit version LabVIEW 

running on the host computer. The measuring data is transferred 

from the 64-bit LabVIEW project to the 32-bit version control 

algorithm for the position feedback with a sampling rate of 100 

Hz. 

B. Experiments on Single Section

1) Experimental Comparison with the PCC-based Approach

To evaluate the proposed controller in aspect with the 1st

control challenge (the PCC assumption mismatch) in Chapter 

II, the fuzzy-logic controller (Fig. 14) and the PCC-based one 

[21] (the gain factor is set to be 0.1 in the experiment), were

implemented on single section of the prototype for comparison,

both of which utilize VICON for sensory feedback. The average

running time is benchmarked in LabVIEW with each controller

running 10000 times iteratively, which is 1.85ms for the

proposed controller and 0.67ms for the PCC-based one. Fig. 16

shows the 3D and 2D views of all the 17 target points used for

the test, whose projections in the X-Y plane are evenly

Fig. 15 Test-rig setup. The proposed controller is validated on the continuum 

manipulator with VICON as the feedback device. 
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Fig. 16 Illustration of the target points for test. (a) 3D view and (b) Plane view. 
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Fig. 14 Block diagram of the fuzzy-logic controller. The controller is made up 

of two sub-controllers, corresponding to the error correction in the radial and 
angular directions in the polar coordinate system. 
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distributed within the semicircle in a radius of 30𝑚𝑚  and 

centred at the origin. It is necessary to declare that the test zone 

is restricted to half of the workspace of the section (the 3rd and 

4th quadrants) by the measuring range of the VICON system. 

The performance comparisons between the fuzzy-logic and 

PCC-based controllers are illustrated in Fig. 18, where the 

subfigures (a)-(q) correspond to the target points (a-q) marked 

in Fig. 16b). Each subfigure depicts the actual Cartesian 

coordinates of the section tip in X (in red), Y (in green) and Z 

(in blue) axes in 30 seconds when the fuzzy-logic (in solid lines) 

and the PCC-based (dash lines) controller were implemented 

respectively with the open-loop stage shown in the grey area. It 

can be observed that the fuzzy-logic controller keeps converged 

at all the target points while the result of the PCC-based 

controller fluctuates at points b, d, f, g, k, l, m, n, and o. 

Qualitative analysis for the oscillation of the PCC-based 

approach is that modelling error is imported when arc 

parameters (𝜃, 𝜙)  in configuration space are utilized as the 

intermediate to derive the control model from task space to 

actuation space based on the PCC assumption. As illustrated in 

the Section B of Chapter II, the PCC model cannot precisely 

describe the actual shape of the proposed robot. The 

experimental result reveals that the PCC-based controller takes 

effect at some target points. However, it cannot keep 

convergent for the target points in the whole workspace. In 

contrast, the proposed fuzzy-logic approach weakens the role of 

(b)(a)

Fig. 17 (a) Comparison between theoretical PCC-based workspace and actual 

workspace measured by the fuzzy controller; (b) The scatter diagram showing 
the positioning accuracy of all the 63 testing points in the X-Y plane. 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(l)(i) (j) (k)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q)

Fig. 18 Experimental comparison of the PCC-based and the fuzzy-logic feedback controller. The subfigures (a) –

(q) correspond to the target points (a-q) in Fig. 16(b). 
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these parameters in the controller, rendering less modelling 

error introduced in the computation during operation. This 

enables the proposed controller can keep convergent for all the 

target points. 

2) Overall Positioning Performance

In this test, the proposed controller is applied on a set of

target points marked with blue circles in Fig. 17(a) to 

comprehensively characterize its positioning performance. Fig. 

17(b) depicts the error map in both X and Y axes after the 

controller running for 20 seconds at every target point, which 

indicates that the overall positioning accuracy of the controller 

can reach ±1𝑚𝑚 in X and Y directions while for 75% points 

the positioning error can be kept within 0.5𝑚𝑚  along both 

axes. After the test, the actual workspace was obtained, which 

is marked with red stars in Fig. 17(b). In addition, Fig. 17 shows 

that there exists remarkable offset in the Z axis between the 

PCC-based workspace and the actual workspace of the robot, 

demonstrating the PCC assumption mismatch. 

C. Trials on Two Sections

Although the control performance and stability of the

proposed controller has been validated on a single section, there 

still exists uncertainty whether it can take effect when applied 

on multiple sections owing to the section coupling issue 

presented in Chapter II. Hence, four trials on two sections have 

been conducted to research the effect of the controller on this 

issue. The target points configurations of both sections for the 

trails are given in Table. III. 

Fig. 19(a)-(d) present the experimental results of Trials 1-4. 

The adjustment processes marked with yellow rectangle in (a) 

and (c) indicate that both sections affect each other during their 

motion to reduce the error under the control of the fuzzy 

controller and thus verify the existence of the kinematic section 

coupling issue, which also demonstrates the proposed controller 

can effectively reduce the positioning error (median positioning 

error: 0.7mm; minimal positioning error: 0.13mm) along X and 

Y axes in local coordinate system for both sections. 

These trials demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed 

controller with respect to the kinematic section coupling issue. 

However, it should also be recognized that the performance of 

the proposed controller is greatly reduced (maximum 

positioning error: -2.17mm) by the physical coupling issue. A 

possible solution is to adopt the gradient stiffness of the robot 

along the length to physically reduce the interference between 

sections, which could be applied in the future design. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a novel fuzzy-logic-based model-less 

feedback controller for tendon-driven continuum robots whose 

shape deviate from the PCC assumption. By utilizing the fuzzy 

logic algorithm, the controller successfully establishes the 

control policies from the task space to actuation space, realizing 

close-loop position control in task space and avoiding the PCC 

assumption mismatch issue of model-based methods.  

The proposed fuzzy-logic controller was tested on a single 

section of the slender continuum robot, which can reach ±1𝑚𝑚 

overall positioning accuracy and ±0.5𝑚𝑚 positional accuracy 

for 75% of the test points. As a comparison, a PCC-based 

controller was implemented and tested on the same prototype. 

The result shows the controller fails to converge at some of the 

testing points (12 out of 17) caused by the PCC assumption 

mismatch, verifying the PCC assumption mismatch issue on the 

prototype. Further, the controller was performed on two 

sections of the robot, demonstrating the capability of the 

controller on minimising the section coupling issue. 

It is necessary to declare that this work focuses on the 

validation of the proposed novel controller. The open 

configuration of the experimental scenario is made to comply 

with the application condition of the VICON system, which is 

not identical with the practical application scenario. 

Future work will include integrating tension supervision into 

the controller and testing the controller on a multi-section 

continuum robot with gradient stiffness design. A hybrid 

controller design integrating tension supervision/control will 

avoid the infeasible tension of driving tendons and improve the 

dynamic performance of the controller, while the gradient 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 19 Experimental results for (a) Trial 1, (b) Trial 2, (c) Trial 3 and (d) Trial 4. 

Table. III 
Target points configuration for the trails on two sections 

Section 2 Section 3 
X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) 

Trial 1 10 -10 52.50 15 -15 49.10 

Trial 2 10 -10 52.50 -15 -15 49.10 

Trial 3 10 -20 48.38 15 -15 49.10 

Trial 4 10 -20 48.38 -15 15 49.10 
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stiffness design could efficiently solve the physical section 

coupling issue and the performance of the controller on multi-

sections can be significantly improved. 
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